
WEARABLE 
SOLUTION FOR 
AUTO TECHNICIANS

Reduce Vehicle Repair Times By 93%*
No more wait time for technical assistance! RealWear’s end-to-end assisted reality weareable solution for the automotive 
aftersales connects auto technician teams to technical assistance centers or to information safely and productively. Transfer 
knowledge quickly from technical assistance teams to service technicians to complete vehicle repairs using ‘see what I see’ 
assisted reality wearable platform. Integrating RealWear’s industrial strength head-mounted wearable with enterprise-class, 
secure software keeps rapidly transforming auto industry driving forward.

Solution Brief

See It. Solve It.

I need help on this new
powertrain system.

I see everything perfectly. 
I'll show you our new workflow 
to get this car on the road.

Serv ice Center Technica l  Ass istance Center

TeamViewer® Assist
Application

*Volkswagen UK Commercial Vehicles RealWear Case Study https://www.realwear.com/client-case-study/volkswagen-case-study
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Benefits for Automakers Benefits for Dealers
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No more emailing photos from your 
phone and waiting for a response

Customer satisfaction and continued 
brand loyalty

Lower wait time

Improve worker productivity

Empower and retain skilled technicans 
with emerging technologies

Grow your customer base

Single technician can support 
multiple sites

Customer satisfaction continued 
brand loyalty

Optimized efficiency and quality 

Keep customers on the road

Connect and engage with dealer 
networks with the right tools

Help develop and nurture your key 
channel (dealers network)

Key Benefits

Use Cases for RealWear in Automotive
Remote Expert Guidance for Support Centers
Call and collaborate with subject matter experts including technical assistance centers, suppliers, and other 
partners. Retail locations can even use the device to walk a customer around a vehicle and show the car's 
features while keeping her hands free.

Digital Workflows for Repair, Preventative Maintenance and Environmental Compliance
Eliminate errors and ensure repairs are done properly through guided pre-defined workflows. This can also be 
used to properly decommission parts for recycling and compliance. Detect part issues on the fly using object 
recognition and AI.  

Document Navigator and Visual Assist
Pull up documents and diagrams hands-free, zoom in and freeze on an image. Technicians can also take quick, 
clear photos, even in low light, with simple voice commands. 
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